
VibraSound®  
Sensory Resonance Vehicle 

STATE OF THE ART VIBROTACTILE PLATFORMS AND SOUND TABLES 

Music is meant to be seen and felt, as well as heard.. VibraSound® is a proprietary technology 
that allows the user to feel music in every cell of their body.  The hydrosonic fluid utilized in 
VibraSound produces pure vibrations throughout every cell of the body from the inside/out, 
whereas the solid surface vibrators used on other sound chairs and tables are oscillators that 
simply vibrate the entire body as one…extremely important for individual frequency therapy.   

“Sound Tables” produce the full spectrum of sound.  However, since the main parts of the body 
cannot feel more than about 200 Hz. (1000 in fingertips), using more than that just puts more 
strain on the transducers and causes the platform to be much louder requiring sound proofing.  
VibraSound® is a “Vibrotactile Table” which converts the majority of the sound into physical 
vibration so it’s quiet enough to use in a doctors office on a solid floor.   

Transferring vibration from one material into another causes an impedance difference and some 
of the signal is lost.  VibraSound® is powered by a Zero Impedance Loss Processor that causes 
the colloidal fluid inside the mattress to match the sound characteristics of human body fluid so 
that the signal appears to be generating from within the body rather than like it’s coming from 
something being laid on…for the most powerful vibrotactile experience possible.   

Cymatics is the study of sound and vibration made visible, typically on the surface of a plate, 
diaphragm or membrane.  Tactility is the experience of feeling a cymatic wave on a surface or 
membrane.  VibraSound® is the ultimate Tactile Cymatic Device because  it allows users to feel 
waves instead of just seeing them 



Together with it’s control system, the Sensorium LSV II, it’s a Sensory Resonance  Vehicle…a 
multi-sensory, multimedia experience platform that allows one to simultaneously see, hear and 
feel any type of auditory signal like frequencies, sounds, voices and music…an innerspace 
vehicle that allows drivers to turn the focus of attention inward…to the other side of reality 
where everything originates…the quantum world of ratio and pattern…and travel to Paradise by 
tuning in rather than tuning out…contemplation instead of meditation…Innerspace rather than 
outer space.    1

It’s a Superconscious Link Module that links a person’s subconscious and conscious minds to 
level to the 3rd and highest level of cosmic mind called the super-conscious. 

It’s a Peak Experience promoter that leads to better physical, mental, emotional and spiritual 
health…which dramatically improves production.  The ability to relax means nothing without the 

 If you have the vehicle, plan, map, and fuel to go to somewhere else in outer space, you are still on the 1

outside level of reality.  Paradise is not out there somewhere but at the Center inside.



simultaneous reality of being inspired.   Simultaneous profound relaxation with inspirational.  2

AHA! Moments and sudden Epiphanies can change lives. 

VibraSound® is an Autonomic Nervous System Regulator that assists in the balance of the 
parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system….the expansion of homeostasis to both ends of 
the universal vibrational spectrum of frequencies…to the levels of self-realization and self-
mastery.  Transmutes threat into challenge. 

It’s a superior form of Healthy Pleasure as opposed to unhealthy forms of sordid pleasure, 
which solves the problem of the Pleasure Freeze and An-Hedonism, the first stage of all disease.   

• Relaxation with Inspiration 

• Safety with Security 

• Creative Inspiration 

• Catharsis and Cathesis 

• Heat and Massage 

• Increased Circulation 

• Guided Imagery and Visualization 

• Superior Way of Experiencing Music 

 Sensory Resonance by Don Estes, InnerSense Inc. Harmonic Law Publications 19882



This must have technology can take anyone or any practice to a higher level of order: 

• Music Artists, Composers, Producers and Therapists 

• Chiropractors, Acupuncturists, Alternative Therapists 

• Hypnotherapists, Psychologists and Psychiatrists (Non-Traumatic Access) 

• Attorneys and Legal Firms for Arbitration  

• Doctors and Dentists - Disarms Fear and provides Patient Distraction 

• Entertainment Facilities  

• Recreation and Relaxation Rooms for Home or Office 

• Sensory Environments (AA - Handicap) 

There are five embodiments of the VibraSound Techknowledgy: 

   
 

WAVETABLE

ZERO-G RECLINER

TRANSPORTABLE MASSAGE TABLE

VIBRASOUND DOLPHIN SUBPAD
HAND & FOOT TRANSDUCERS


